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Tridentity – Adding a new
dimension to facial recognition
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Tridentity
Technical Data

•

Tridentity encompasses both verification
and recognition

•

Tridentity can operate on single or
multiple scans

•

Each scan can be processed in under
one second when performed on a
400MHz Pentium system

•

Verification can be achieved in under
one second when performed on a
400MHz Pentium system

•

Tridentity can search its database of
faces at speeds of hundreds per
second

•

The search database size is only
limited only by disk space and
processor speed

•

The Tridentity system is expandable. An
entry-level system is a single camera
connected to a single machine. This
can be scaled up to multiple cameras
and multiple workstations as required

•

Tridentity is reliable and flexible, it uses
COTS components and is based upon
an open system architecture
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•

Tridentity can be easily integrated as a
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•

Neurodynamics is happy to provide
consultancy services relating to the
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